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Hello Delegates,
Welcome to the cabinet of Margaret Thatcher! I’m Zarifah Shahid, current Global
Studies and Mathematics junior, member of the Illinois Model United Nations team, and your
committee director for this conference! As a high school MUN veteran, I’ve been in both
amazing and not-so-amazing committees, and I’ve worked hard to try to ensure that all your
experiences in this committee fall into that first category. I hope that your time in Margaret
Thatcher’s cabinet is above all exciting and fun, and that we’ll all make memories that will last a
lifetime!
The issue that our cabinet will be dealing with is a fascinating one. We are a mixture of
British and Irish officials smack-dab in the middle of a tumultuous time in Anglo-Irish history,
with a mixture of both old and new tensions fueling the violence. Your job as a cabinet is to try
and mitigate the situation in Northern Ireland as best as you can without getting attacked or
accused of choosing sides unfairly by the IRA or the Unionist paramilitaries. Crisis updates will
be exciting but challenging, and you’ll have to work with your fellow cabinet members and think
on your feet to rise to the occasion, so in order to do your best in committee, I recommend that
you do your research and get comfortable with not only your character but your fellow cabinet
members’ characters. If you’re familiar with the rules of a crisis committee, write strong
directives, and think creatively in committee, you’ll do just fine!
I can’t wait to see what you all are going to do and how your actions in turn will shape
the outcome of the committee. If you have any questions, feel free to contact me at
zshahi3@illinois.edu - I’m always happy to help! I look forward to getting to meet all of you,
and I hope you enjoy your time at MUNI!
Best of luck, delegates!
Zarifah Shahid, Thatcher’s Cabinet Committee Director

Esteemed Delegates,

Congratulations on your prestigious positions as cabinet members of Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher! My name is Samuel Rahman and I will be the chair of this committee. I am a
senior studying Econometrics and Neuroscience here at the University of Illinois at Urbana
Champaign although I spent my first two collegiate years at DePaul University in Chicago. Since
junior year of high school, I have attended and staffed MUN conferences big and small. During
this conference, I ensure you will be in good hands as I and the other staffers have worked
tirelessly to bring you a historical simulation that will take the collective skills of all committee
members to solve diplomatically.
Nationalist violence and the decades-long Troubles serve as the monopolizing force of all
your waking hours MUNI weekend. You cannot rest until the geopolitical struggle over
separatist and unionist forces in the two Irelands — military and political — reach an
equilibrium of non-confrontation and antagonism. This committee will keep you on your toes
with crisis updates and will test your ability to swiftly adapt to the shifting sands that will be
your footing and understanding of the conflict at hand. Actors will move fast. Crises must be
resolved just as fast. You will persuade others to your perspective on how situations should be
handled and attempt not to give up too much ground in your compromises. Nevertheless, at the
end of the day, it only matters if you successfully defuse the tensions that you — rightfully or
wrongfully — inherited.
Personally, coming from a family of Irishmen, I hope you all come to a resolution that
satisfies all parties — resolving the international conflict diplomatically and with dignity for all
agents. Please do not hesitate to contact me at srahma37@illinois.edu with any questions or
concerns. I eagerly await meeting you all and wish you a safe, productive, and fun MUNI.
History has its eyes on you,

Samuel Rahman, Thatcher’s Cabinet Committee Chair

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
In 1920, two regionally independent states – Northern and Southern Ireland – were
created through the Government of Ireland Act1. The state of Northern Ireland was to include the
northeastern counties of Antrim, Armagh, Down, Fermanagh, Londonderry, and Tyrone, and the
state of Southern Ireland was to include the remaining 26 Irish counties. While this regional
independence had matched
the general Irish political
sentiment prior to World
War One, the post-war
outlook on what an Irish
state should look like had
changed greatly. There
were increasingly loud calls
for full Irish independence
from the swiftly growing
community of majorityCatholic Irish Nationalists,
who were actively engaged
in the Irish War of
Independence, and a small
The division of Irish counties.
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Protestant Unionists were more interested in remaining unified with the rest of Britain. Southern
Ireland never came to fruition. Between the region being a Nationalist stronghold and the terms
of agreement for the postwar Anglo-Irish Treaty2, the area became the Irish Free State, a mostly
sovereign dominion of the British Commonwealth. Unlike their southern counterparts, Northern
Ireland was more Protestant and Unionist, but the region eventually accepted its self-governance,
albeit to avoid being joined with the Irish Free State3.
While the end of the Irish War of Independence marked the end of most of the Irish
Republican Army (IRA), a fringe remainder of the movement lingered in both Northern Ireland
and the southern Free State, and they were still strong proponents of the forceful reunification of
Ireland as a single sovereign state. To try and keep the peace, the Unionist-led government of
Northern Ireland passed the Special Powers Act4, which allowed for police to arrest and intern
people without a trial and permitted the usage of corporal punishments in the name of law and
order and was used to justify questionable actions long after this iteration of the IRA stopped
their violence. This, predictably, did not go down well with Nationalists in Northern Ireland, who
understandably felt that the law specifically targeted them.
To establish political dominance, the Northern Irish Unionists completely redrew the
electoral map and abolished the proportional representation system in favor of single-member
plurality voting5. This move successfully marginalized the political power of Nationalist voters
despite them being in the majority in many counties. Preferential treatment was given to
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Protestants in housing, work, and educational opportunities, with the logic being that Catholics
were more likely to support Nationalist movements6. The Unionist government justified these
actions as protectionist measures, viewing Nationalists as disloyal traitors and equating them
with the fringe IRA movements active at the beginning of the 1920s as well as between the late
1940s and early ‘60s, even though most Nationalists were similarly displeased with the violence.
Following the end of the IRA’s Border Campaign in 1962, there was a brief lull in major
incidents between Nationalists and Unionists.

THE TROUBLES (1960s-early 1970s)
In the late 1960s, a nonviolent civil rights campaign headed by the Northern Ireland Civil
Rights Association (NICRA) emerged, calling out the disparities in how Catholic Northern Irish
people were treated compared to their Protestant counterparts7. These activists pointed out
housing and job discrimination, the rule that
allowed votes by household instead of by adult
population like the rest of the country, and the
existence of the Special Powers Act as
inequities that disproportionately affected
Catholics and needed to be changed. This did
NIRCA peaceful protest, 1968.

not sit well with many Unionists, who believed

the NICRA was a secret front for Nationalists looking to forcefully reunify with the rest of
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Ireland and that their demands were against the interests of Northern Ireland as a whole8. With
the IRA becoming a visible force in the civil rights movement and the Northern Irish prime
minister looking as if he would acquiesce to the activists’ demands, many Unionists felt their
homeland was being threatened and began to develop paramilitary legions to combat the IRA,
like the Ulster Protestant Volunteers (UPV).
With tensions rising, violence was bound to occur eventually. And occur it did. In the late
1960s, skirmishes and bombings between the IRA and organizations like the UPV started to
become commonplace. Many of the civil rights marches were attacked by the UPV and other
Unionist paramilitary forces, and since these attacks were not addressed by the Royal Ulster
Constabulary (RUC), Northern Ireland’s police force, leading the Nationalists and NICRA
activists to believe that the force was against them. The Northern Irish government banned a civil
rights march in Derry in late 1969, and when the march went on anyway, the RUC got involved
for the first time to stop it, beating the protesters unprovoked and indiscriminately9. Thus began a
series of riots featuring the beatings and shootings of NICRA activists and suspected Nationalists
by both Unionist paramilitaries and the RUC, and a Nationalist response of storming RUC bases
for shootouts and bombings. This latest wave of violence left hundreds of people injured and tens
of others dead, including children 10.
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Amidst these riots, bombings, and shootouts, both the United Kingdom proper and the
Irish Republic were pressured to get involved. Then-Taoiseach Jack Lynch made a public
address condemning the RUC for putting Northern Irish citizens in danger. He called for UN
peacekeepers, announced field hospitals and refugee camps on the Irish Republic side of the
border, and suggested that the only solution for putting an end to the violence would be for the
Irish Republic and Northern Ireland to be united11. This, of course, did not go over well with
Northern Irish Unionists or the RUC, who took it as a threat of potential war and proceeded to
arm themselves accordingly. The United Kingdom stepped in just a few short days later, sending
British troops in to help restore the peace in Northern Ireland. These soldiers were initially
welcomed as a neutral group by both the Nationalists and Unionists, and they were successfully
able to engineer a temporary ceasefire between the groups as well as begin construction on the
“peace wall” requested by the Northern Irish government12.

A peace wall in 1969. Many of these still stand today.
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This peace, unsurprisingly, did not last long. The relationship between the British and the
Nationalists began to deteriorate quickly when British soldiers, aided by the RUC, manned a
surprise weapons search in the mostly Catholic Belfast neighborhood of Lower Falls in summer
of 197013. During this raid, a riot broke out and surrounded the soldiers and police, who
immediately called for backup from several other British military regiments, including one from
Scotland. Fire was exchanged on both sides, with the soldiers and the RUC throwing thousands
of canisters of CS gas and the Nationalists retaliating with Molotov cocktails and other
homemade explosives. Shortly afterward, the British soldiers announced an indefinite curfew in
Lower Falls and began arresting anyone out on the streets, including journalists, as well as
extremely destructive house-to-house raids for weapons and suspected members of the IRA14.
The Northern Irish and UK-proper officials all lauded the way that the RUC and the military
handled the situation, which had the predictable effect of radicalizing many of the unaffiliated
Catholics in support of Nationalists, not only in Lower Falls but across Northern Ireland. Bloody
Sunday, a disastrous event in 1972 where British soldiers attacked unarmed protesters at a
NICRA rally that left over a dozen people dead and fifteen others wounded15, also increased the
support for the movement. The IRA and its related paramilitaries became larger and stronger
than ever before, which meant an increase in violent clashes between the British military, the
RUC, the Unionist paramilitaries, and the various branches of the IRA.
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BLOODY SUNDAY
On Sunday, January 30th, 1972, Nationalist and Catholic activists gathered in Derry to
protest the British military’s practice of indefinitely interning suspected IRA members and
Nationalist activists without
trial in a march organized by
the NICRA. British military
forces were present and
descended on the march when
a fringe of youth at the event
began to riot. Excessive (and
in some cases lethal) force was
Bloody Sunday made Irish front-page news.

used on the crowd by the military, with reports of beatings, gassings, and threats being common
from those who attended. Thirteen people, mostly youth, were killed at the event, and a
fourteenth man died of his injuries a few days afterwards. Bloody Sunday was one of the most
fatal and violent events during the Troubles and had the dual effect of turning previously
unaffiliated Catholics against the British military and increasing local support and initiation into
the IRA and other associated Nationalist groups.

THE TROUBLES (mid 1970s- 1980s)
With all the bloodshed and disorganized violence occurring, the British began to feel that
the Northern Irish government was incapable of properly handling the situation and seized

temporary control through direct rule of the region in 1972 with the Temporary Provisions Act16.
The Republic of Ireland also stepped in to help the British negotiate a peace between the
Nationalists and Unionists, leading to the 1973 Sunningdale Agreement17, which was an attempt
at power-sharing between both sides. Northern Ireland was to remain a part of the United
Kingdom, but proportional representation would be reintroduced and a council between Northern
Ireland and Ireland proper was created to keep the two connected. This made sense to both the
British and the Republic of Ireland, but both Nationalists and Unionists in Northern Ireland
mostly opposed the agreement. Nationalists boycotted the
elections following the agreement anyway as they were
uninterested in remaining under British control, and many
Unionists were afraid that the connection with the
Republic of Ireland meant that they were one step away
from Irish reunification. Both the IRA and Unionist
paramilitary groups continued their violent campaigns
despite the agreement, and the Sunningdale Agreement
collapsed in 1974 after weeks of Unionist general strikes
Pro-Unionist Poster, 1974.

and riots18.

At this point, the British government was beginning to grow weary of having to deal with
the Northern Irish issues, and then-Prime Minister Harold Walker met secretly with the IRA to
discuss the possibility of the region becoming a sovereign self-ruling dominion under the British
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Commonwealth, similar to Canada or New Zealand19. These negotiations frustrated the Irish
Republic, who argued that an independent Northern Ireland would quickly devolve into civil
war, and the Republic would be eventually pressured by nationalists to intervene on their behalf.
This possibility worried Taoiseach FitzGerald so much that he encouraged the British to keep
their troops in Northern Ireland, insisting that it was keeping the region from starting to plan
their independence20. The talks for Northern Irish sovereignty eventually fell through, and the
fighting between the Nationalists and the Unionists dragged on. By the end of the 1970s, the
British government had stopped trying to “fix” Northern Ireland and moved to just
“normalizing” it. They began treating paramilitary prisoners as normal criminals instead of
political ones, which meant that those IRA members in prison were required to wear prison
uniforms and carry out prisoners’ duties. This angered the IRA prisoners, who demanded the
return of their privileges as political prisoners, and they began a series of protests that included
refusing to clean, refusing to wear prison clothing, and in 1981, a hunger strike21. This protest
gained traction with the IRA and the Irish National Liberation Army (INLA), who used to garner
a fresh wave of support for a new Nationalist campaign that would be both military and political.

CURRENT SITUATION
Now with a galvanized base and a bigger army than ever, the IRA and the INLA have
moved forward with their campaign, this time directly targeting the British and trying to get in
on Irish politics. Margaret Thatcher’s time as Prime Minister has been mired by Nationalist
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violence, with INLA assassinating her advisor in London before she was even elected22. Just
after Thatcher’s win, the IRA launched two bombs on a British military convoy near
Warrenpoint in Northern Ireland, killing eighteen British soldiers and injuring several others23.
On that same day, four civilians (including Lord Mountbatten, cousin of the Queen) were also
killed by an IRA bomb on a boat in the Republic of Ireland, to the anger of both Irish and British
authorities24. Bombings seem to be a favorite weapon of the INLA and IRA, and their attacks
have continued to plague the entire UK for the past five years.
On the Irish Republic front, the IRA’s political branch (Sinn Féin) has been working
towards a United Ireland in the last few years by contesting elections in both Northern Ireland
and the Republic of Ireland. They actively campaign to be elected to the Irish upper chamber
(Dáil Éireann) as well as Northern Irish government and ignore the existence of the separation,
arguing there is only one Ireland and thus there should be one united government25. This is of
concern to the government of the Irish Republic, as they are not interested in being drawn into
what they see as a potential Irish Civil War.
It is currently nearly June of 1984, and it’s become increasingly clear that something
needs to be done about this now. Six people died and more than a dozen others were injured in an
IRA bombing at Harrod’s in London in December of last year26, and three British soldiers and
two RUC officers were killed in two separate IRA-sponsored landmine explosions in Northern
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Ireland less than two weeks ago27. Concerned about what the current state of events means for
the safety of her MPs and worried about the implications of the whispers about Unionist
paramilitaries planning a comeback to fight back against the IRA and INLA, Margaret Thatcher
has called for a meeting with her cabinet and invited the Taoiseach and Tánaiste of the Irish
Republic as well as members of Sinn Féin to join them with only one goal in mind – end the
Troubles for once and for all with as little bloodshed as possible.
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CHARACTER BIOS

Viscount William Whitelaw, Lord President of the Council: Before his tenure as
Lord President, Whitelaw served as Thatcher’s Home Secretary as well as the first Secretary of
State for Northern Ireland. Earlier in life, he served in the Second World War, reaching the rank
of major. This was an extremely impactful experience that shaped his view on life. This can be
seen through his hardline approach to law and order as Thatcher’s Home Secretary, where he
implemented policies such as the “short, sharp shock” which led to young criminal offenders
being placed into a semi-military environment that was designed to scare them out of a life of
crime. As Secretary of State for Northern Ireland, he was instrumental in negotiating with the
Irish Republican Army, as he successfully arranged for an open-ended peace treaty. While this
treaty did not last long, it created a precedent of negotiations and demonstrated that it was
possible to make deals with the IRA. Thatcher trusts him implicitly and takes his suggestions
very seriously, and thus his opinions and thoughts can heavily sway policy, especially when it
concerns Northern Ireland.

James Prior, Secretary of State for Northern Ireland: Prior is not the most Thatcherite
individual in the cabinet. He was described by the Conservative party as ‘nasty and authoritarian’
and is unpopular enough within the party to have concern about being ousted. As Secretary of
State for Northern Ireland, he provided the funding for Irish language schools and initiated the

large-scale construction of social housing. He protected Northern Ireland from some of
Thatcher’s decisions such as budget cuts and even tried to kickstart “rolling devolution” during
the Sunningdale negotiations, which encouraged the Sinn Féin to begin participating in Northern
Irish electoral politics. He also made changes to how Irish nationalists were being treated in
Northern Irish prisons after personally encountering Liam McCluskey, a participant in the 1981
Hunger Strike. Prior is invested in fixing the situation in Northern Ireland and is often swayed by
the personal stories of those currently living through it. He is open to both British control of
Northern Ireland and an independent Northern Ireland.

Garett FitzGerald, Taoiseach of Ireland: FitzGerald began his political career in the
1960s and was formerly the head of Sinn Fein’s political rival, Fine Gael. While he is tentatively
in favor of a union with Northern Ireland, he completely opposes the IRA. He is a dedicated
statesman, but his government is a bit disorganized. His party has a fragile majority in the Irish
Parliament and worsening economic conditions in Ireland is making his position precarious.
Trying to restore peace and economic prosperity to the region have been one of the reasons he
has been elected as Taoiseach. For FitzGerald, working with the British government is vital to
maintain peace in the region, because escalation to total war is a possibility that he does not want
to see coming to fruition. Without compromise, the region will be left in a scathing political
climate that could lead to the destruction and violence in Northern Ireland moving southward
towards the Republic of Ireland and starting an Irish Civil War, FitzGerald’s worst nightmare.

Ruairí Ó Brádaigh, Head of Sinn Féin: A former head of the IRA, he made his mark
through clever political maneuvering and his reputation from his IRA days. He is heavily in
favor of uniting with Northern Ireland, but unlike many other hardline Sinn Féin politicians, he
is open to negotiation with the British Government. He still has lots of political sway with the
provisional IRA and is a man who used violence to try to achieve peace. Although willing to
compromise with the British Government, Brádaigh wants to have the complete withdrawal and
surrender of British troops from Northern Ireland and be officially united with the Republic of
Ireland. There has been splitting within his own political party on how to approach the situation
and he must tread somewhat carefully to not lose his position as the Head of Sinn Féin by going
to extreme on certain issues or throwing lives away for causes deemed necessary by his party.
Although many do not agree with his approach, he is a man with many connections that can
help him with negotiating with the British government on Northern Ireland.

Ian Paisley, Leader of the Democratic Unionist Party: Where Brádaigh is radically
pro-unification of Northern Ireland with the nation of Ireland proper, Paisley is a radical
Northern Irish unionist with a heavily anti-Ireland and anti-Catholic past. As a founder and
current high-ranking member of the Democratic Unionist Party, one of the largest existing
Unionist groups, and several active paramilitary forces, he is not above taking violent measures
to protect the British-ness of Northern Ireland. Though he is an extremely controversial figure,
he has a great deal of sway over pro-Unionist groups. He has been campaigning against both
any kind of reunification and any kinds of reconciliation or agreements with Ireland at all and
was a major reason that the Sunningdale Agreement fell apart on the Unionist side. He is

looking to get Ireland out of Northern Irish politics entirely but may be able to be convinced on
the independence of Northern Ireland (as a commonwealth of Britain, of course).

Sir Geoffrey Howe, Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs:
After an extensive education and a brief stint in the military, Howe served in Parliament a few
times through the late 1960s and early 1970s before landing a spot in Margaret Thatcher’s
cabinet as first the Chancellor of the Exchequer and now the Secretary of Foreign Affairs. Howe
is a diplomat at heart and well-liked by most other foreign heads of state, but he’s got something
of a slowly deteriorating relationship with Thatcher herself. He favors a deal for Northern Ireland
that both keeps the region within the United Kingdom but allows them to be socio-politically
connected with the Republic of Ireland.

Leon Brittan, Secretary of State for the Home Department: The youngest and
arguably one of the most qualified members of Thatcher’s cabinet, Brittan is both an asset and a
curse on the cabinet. He has connections and experience with many areas in the British
government which he often uses to his advantage, and he is known for being an excellent
planner. However, he is fairly unpopular due to his unpleasant attitude towards the public. He
wants a deal that returns Northern Ireland to their rightful place in the United Kingdom but is
open to the region having a relationship with the Irish Republic.

Michael Heseltine, Secretary of State for Defense: Heseltine has an extensive history
in both business and politics and was Secretary for the Environment before becoming Defense
Secretary. He is on fairly good terms with Thatcher, though she prefers to keep him away from
socio-economic issues (hence his placement in Defense). While he would like to see Northern
Ireland stay under the United Kingdom, he’s getting tired of seeing British soldiers dying or
getting injured in the IRA attacks.

Gerry Adams, Vice President of Sinn Féin: Another former member of the IRA, he
gained notoriety after leading a student movement against Ruairí Ó Brádaigh’s leadership of
Sinn Féin. He is even more of a vehement unionist than Brádaigh, and he wants to unite the
various factions of the IRA into one cohesive group. Naturally, Adams has a very difficult
relationship with with Brádaigh. A major reason why he is fundamentally opposed to Brádaigh
is because Brádaigh and other senior leadership in Sinn Féin refuse to participate in Irish
constitutional politics. He believes that Nationalists should increase their participation in
politics, and that armed activity and political participation are not mutually exclusive. He favors
complete withdrawal of the British from Northern Ireland and unification with the Republic of
Ireland, no compromises.

Dick Spring, Tánaiste of Ireland: Spring is a young and relatively popular figure in
Irish politics that began his career after an extremely lucrative career in first Gaelic football and
then rugby. He is a member of the Labour Party and is most concerned with the socio-economic

state of those in Northern Ireland. He stands with FitzGerald on the Northern Irish issues for the
most part, and is, like Sir Howe, a diplomat at heart. He privately believes that the British
government officials are not concerned enough about the Troubles and wants them to take these
negotiations more seriously.

Norman Tebbit, Secretary of Trade and Industry: Tebbit is a devout follower of
Thatcher and held the roles of Minister of State and Industry and Secretary of State for
Employment before obtaining his current role. He has a varied background and served in the
Royal Air Force as well as a journalist for the Financial Times in his youth. He is an extremely
well-known man and has more sway with the British press than almost everyone on the cabinet
besides Thatcher herself. He and James Prior have historically not gotten along. He is a
vehement critic of the IRA and wants to see a deal that will bring Northern Ireland back into the
fold of the United Kingdom, as it always should have been.

Patrick Jenkin, Secretary of State for the Environment: Jenkin is a well-known
member of Thatcher’s cabinet, as he formerly represented Woodford in Essex, the same seat
Winston Churchill occupied after ending his stint as prime minister. As an MP, one of his main
concerns was the constitutional problems between England and Scotland, as he served with a
Scottish regiment during the Second World War. Though Jenkin supports Margaret Thatcher he
is opposed to most of her policies, and he and Thatcher’s relationship is not particularly strong,
and if anything goes wrong with this deal, he’s an easy scapegoat. It is then in his best interest to
broker a deal that gets Northern Ireland out of the United Kingdom’s hair, one way or another.

Nigel Lawson, Chancellor of the Exchequer: Lawson first became a Member of
Parliament (MP) in 1974, and then was the Financial Secretary to the Treasury and Secretary of
State for Energy in Thatcher’s Cabinet before being moved to the position of Chancellor of the
Exchequer. He is well known for his fiscally conservative policy as well as his strong adherence
to Thatcher’s policy choices and is a supporter of not only Northern Ireland being a part of the
United Kingdom, but the Irish Republic rejoining as well.

Peter Walker, Secretary of State for Energy: Walker has been in politics since he was
a teenager and is a strong supporter of Thatcher. He is heavily conservative and is deeply
opposed to the IRA. He is amenable to any deal that keeps the violence out of the United
Kingdom proper, and though he will support whatever deal Thatcher recommends, he might be
open to the full independence of Northern Ireland.

Norman Fowler, Secretary of State for Health: Fowler is not as conservative as many
of his peers and is relatively popular with the public. He is still extremely supportive of Thatcher
and has a good relationship with most of the rest of the cabinet. Like most of his British
governmental colleagues, Fowler would like to see an end to the Troubles, and is open to input
from all parties involved, and any solution with good potential will garner his support.
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